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ABSTRACT 
 

Introduction with the high use of mobile, tablets and computers with 4G internet connectivity in our daily life there 

are lots of opinion reviews are available on world wide web related to different domain like review on movie, 

review on any political party , review on any consumed product or any government policies. Opinion mining on 

internet is helpful to both the party i.e. domain user and domain provider. Domain user can get the knowledge or 

idea about prototype of given domain review. On other side domain provider get proper analysis on given review 

and can get the feedback from general public. If review is negative domain provider may try to remove bottlenecks 

in a given domain and develop their functionality. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

There are many reviews are available on World Wide 

Web on different domain. For example  I am want to 

buy a  Laptop  then I may go for the different opinions 

written on world wide web  and refer that opinions of 

the users who already use it and then take a decision 

whether I have to buy that particular laptop or not. 

 

Nowadays the big challenge in that task is that opinions 

are may be in hundred numbers or in thousand numbers 

on any one domain or discipline. So it’s become very 

hard for any individual to take quick decision perhaps 

peoples have a scarce of time. At the same time it is very 

difficult for domain provider to maintain the opinions 

record and organize them. Our research efforts is to 

reduce the difficulty face by stack holders of related 

domain And for that we develop opinion mining with 

the help for Mobile Computing Model.   

 

There are three types of opinion mining [3]. First one is 

Document Level opinion mining in which, [3] the whole 

document is written about only one product and only by 

one person. In this paper, it is interested in knowing so 

many people’s opinion so, it is not related to this paper. 

Next is Feature Level opinion mining [3], in which all 

the features or attributes are separated and for particular 

feature the opinions are extracted. It is too challenging 

and may be out of boundary for this paper. And the last 

is Sentence Level opinion mining [3] in which different 

people who have already used product, have written 

their opinions for product. 

 

Naive Bysian algorithm provides three methodologies 

among them one is machine learning algorithm for NLP 

are implemented but it is base on bunch of mathematical 

formulas. Second one is semantic analysis pattern based 

in which relationship between the strings of the sentence 

are search so that it is been complex in implementation. 

Last one is the term counting based[4] in which the 

frequency of positive   and  frequency of negative words 

are extracted from the statement and if frequency of 

positive words are greater than frequency of negative 

words opinion is positive and vice versa[1]. So in 

upcoming section we will explain model of opinion 

mining using on supervise term counting base Naïve 

Bayesian Algorithm. 

 

II.  MODELS OF OPINION MINING 
 

In a given Opinion Mining methodology data can be 

extracted through mobile devices then it is to be pre 

processed so that it can be analyze for the knowledge 
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purpose and find polarity in the form of positive, 

negative or neutral form. There is a wide scope in above 

research may be classified in long term and short term 

research. Presently many researches had carried out  on 

data mining, web mining, web analytics have become 

really high up. For any business sector to stay active, it 

has become necessary to make judicious decisions based 

on a tremendous amount of data from ample of sources. 

But the quantity and quality of data available from web 

sources such as blogs, social media and discussion 

forums are copious with sentiments, opinions; therefore, 

current research is directed towards Opinion Mining. [2] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Steps of Opinion Mining.[2] 

 

III. DESIGN TECHNOLOGY OF OPINION 

MINING 
 

We will use text to speech or taken direct input or fetch 

data from websites which provides open source review 

data. After collecting data from given sources reviews 

will be analyze with opinion mining technology to tell 

you directly about the polarity of the reviews in the form 

of positive, negative or neutral forms. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Opining Mining Technology. [2] 

 

IV. RESEARCH APPLICATIONS 
 

Given research has a wide scope in various applications 

to give answers of following list of questions. 

 

 What general public think about government 

schemes? 

 What is the public view about income tax policy? 

 Why the rate of inflation has increase? 

 Which social or E-Commerce websites are getting 

more popular among public? 

 Who is a popular actor or actress among youth? 

 Who is a strong candidate for the Parliament, 

legislative or local election? 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

With the advent of 4G technology, Smart phone and 

tablet like devices people of every age group spend their 

free times on social media , people even can their 

personal decision with the help of opinions or reviews 

are available from world wide web or in other words we 

can say that word wide web is now consider as a people 

close relatives or  friends. Many a time to take any 

simple decision users have to read so many content or 

websites so above research is put effort to reduce effort 

and take quick decision by applying opinion mining 

approach. 
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